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In a previous article [3] it was shown that if A is a closed sym-

metric operator with deficiency indices (1, 1) in the Hubert space H

and if ßo is a point of regular type for A, then there is a neighbor-

hood of juo in which every minimal selfadjoint dilation A+ of A has

spectral multiplicity not more than 1. This shows that in Theorem 14

of Coddington [2] and Theorem 5.2 of McKelvey [ö] it is the hypoth-

esis that every point is of regular type which determines the spectral

multiplicity of the dilation; the hypothesis that the contraction F(\)

is continuous down to the real axis and has norm less than 1 there

serves to make the spectral function absolutely continuous. (See

Remark 2.)

The procedure used in [3] depended on the fact that if jlc0 is a

point of regular type for A, then there exists a selfadjoint extension

Ao of A for which ß0 is in the resolvent set. This means that for differ-

ent points juo one might have to choose different operators Aa. In the

present note this necessity is eliminated. It is shown that if A has a

selfadjoint extension Ao with a pure point spectrum with no finite

limit points, then for each minimal selfadjoint extension or dilation

A+ of A there is defined on the real axis a nondecreasing function

p(a) (which depends solely on A+ and on the single selfadjoint exten-

sion Ao) such that A+ is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication

operator in L2. Kreïn [5] has shown that if A is simple, then there

exists a selfadjoint extension A 0 of the type described above if and

only if every point is of regular type for A. (See Remark 1 also.)

In the case that A is a singular Sturm-Liouville operator, the re-

sults of the paper are extended to the case that there exists a self-

adjoint extension A o with a singular spectral function.

For terminology used we refer the reader to [3] and to Achieser

and Glasmann [l].

We note first of all the following lemma due to Straus [8].

Lemma 1. Suppose i>(\) is analytic in the upper half plane with non-

negative imaginary part. Suppose ^(X) is analytic in some open set con-

taining the real interval [a, ß]. Then,
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(2«)-1 lim    j     {$((7 + ít)*Í<t + ir) - [$(<r + tr)]-*(cr - tV)}d<r
t->+0 J a

/' ß /•»^io-)dpia),    where    p(cr) = (1/ir) lim    I    I$i<r + ir)dcr.
a r-«+0 •/ o

Here I stands for the imaginary part and [ ]~ stands for complex

conjugate.

We note further the following lemma due to Kreïn. (See Achieser

and Glasmann [l, Appendix I, §4].)

Lemma 2. Suppose that A is a closed symmetric operator with de-

ficiency indices (1, 1) in the Hubert space H. Let A o be any self ad joint

extension of A. Let g(X) =go+(X— Xo)-Ro(X)go, where Xo is a complex

number with positive imaginary part; go is an element of norm 1 in the

deficiency subspace of A corresponding to X0; RoÇX) is the resolvent of

Ao- Let QiÇX) =¿Ao+(X— X0)(go, g(X)). Then for TX?¿Q the generalized
resolvent RÇX) of A corresponding to a self adjoint extension or dilation

A+ of A has the form

(1) RiX) = RoiX) - [0(X) + Qii\)]-K-, g(A))g(X),

where 6ÇX) is an analytic function for 7X^0 which has nonnegative

imaginary part in the upper half-plane. RÇK) corresponds to a self adjoint

extension in the space H if and only if OCX) is identically equal to a con-

stant 9, where — oo<ö^ + oo. The case 0= + oo gives the resolvent

RoÇX) corresponding to A0.

Theorem. Let A be a simple closed symmetric operator with defi-

ciency indices (1, 1) in the Hilbert space H. Let A o be a self adjoint ex-

tension of A with a pure point spectrum having no finite limit points.

Let A+ be a minimal self adjoint extension of A with corresponding gen-

eralized resolvent of A represented as in Lemma 2. Then, A+ is unitarily

equivalent to the multiplication operator in I?p, where

(2) pio-) = (1/t) lim    f  I$iv. + ir)du,
T-»+o J o

(3) $(X) = [9iX)QiiX) - l][ô(X) + QiiX)}-\

If E+(X) is the spectral function of A+, then for all elements f, hEH,

(4) i[E+iß) - £+(«)]/, h) = f      (/, g(v))(g(o), h)[Qiio-) + l]-yPW,
J l«,ß)

where the integral is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
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Proof. For any/, h in H, Kreïn's formula (1) for the generalized

resolvent R(X) corresponding to A+ can be written in the form

(5)     (R(X)f, h) = Fi(\) + F2(\)[6(X)Qi(\) - l][d(X) + Qi(\)}-\

where

îMa) = {(RoMf, h)[Q2i(\) + 1}

- QÁW, ga))(g(», h)}[Ql(V + I}'1

and

(7) F2(X) = (/, f(A))(g(A), h)[Q\(\) + l]-K

We claim that Fi(X) and F2(X) are entire functions of X.

In order to establish this claim, we observe that the following

equations are true:

(8) (Ro(\)f, h)= f   (ß- \)-id(Eo(ß)f, k);
J -»

(9) (f, g(A)) = (/, go) + (X - A„) f   (m - \)-'d(E0(u)f, go) ;
J -00

/oo
(ß-Xy^EMg^h);

-00

Qi(X) = iTX0+(X-\o)

/oo

(ß - X)~id(Eo(ß)go, go),

(10)

(11)

where E0(ß) is the spectral function of A0.

If ß0 is a point in the resolvent set of A0, then each of the functions

(R0ÇX)f, h), (f, g(X)), (g(X), h), QiÇX) is an analytic function of X in
a neighborhood of ju0. Further, 0i(X) is real for X real, so that Q](X) + 1

is not zero in this neighborhood for X sufficiently close to the real

axis. It follows that Fi(X) and F2(X) are analytic in a neighborhood

of ßo.

Suppose juo is an eigenvalue of A0. Since A is simple, go is a generat-

ing element for A0. (See Achieser and Glasmann [l, §81, Theorem

2].) Hence we may write equations (8), (9), (10), (11) in the form

(Ro(X)f, h) = Gi(X)

(12)
+ (ß0 - X)-1^, Eo[ßo\go)(E0[ßo\go, h)(E0[ßo\go, go)'1,

(13)      (f, g(X)) = G2(X) + (X- X„)(mo - X)-1^, Eo[ß0]go),
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(14) igiX), h) = G3(X) + (X - Xo)0»o - *riiEo[uo]go, h),

(15) QiiX) = G4(X) + (X - X„)(X - Xa)ißo - \)-KEo[uo]go, go).

Here Gi(X), G2(X), Gä(X) and G4(X) are analytic in a neighborhood of mo-

By the symbol £0[mo] we denote £0(mo+0)— £0(mo — 0).

Using equations (12), (13), (14) and (15), we see that

OÎ(X) + 1 = G5(X)(mo - X)-1 + (X - X„)2(X - Xo)2ißo - x)-2

■iE0[ßo]go, go)2,

(R0(X)f, h)[Q\(\) + 1]

(17) = G6(X)(Mo - A)"2 + (X - X0)2(X - Xo)2

•(/jo - X)~3(/, £0[(Uo]go)(Fo[Mo]go, ¿)(FoMgo, go),

a S(X))(g(X), Ä) = G7(X)(mo - X)-1 + (X - X„)(X - Xo)Gu0 - x)-2

•(/, Fo[ítoko)(Fo[/íoko, h),

QA)if, g(x))(g(x), h)

(19) = GsÍXKmo - X)-2 + (X - X0)2(X - X„)2

■(mo - X)-3(/, E0[ßo]go)iEo[ßo]go, h)iE0[uo]go, go),

where G6(X), G6(X), GiÇX), G8(X) are analytic in a neighborhood of uo.

Substituting (16), (17), (18), (19) into (6) and (7). we obtain

Fi(X) = [G6(X) - Gs(X)]

• [G6(X)(mo - X) + (X - Xo)2(X - Xo)2(Eo[no]go, go)2]'1,

Fi(\) = [G7(X)(mo - X) + (X - X0)(X - Xo)(f, Eo[ßo]go)(Eo[ßo]go, h)]

■ [G6(X)(mo - X) + (X - Xo)2(X - X„)2(£oWgo, go)]"1-

From these expressions we see that Fi(X) and F2(X) are analytic

in a neighborhood of an eigenvalue ¿u0.

This establishes our claim that Fi(X) and F2(X) are entire functions

ofX.
Let EM be the spectral function of A corresponding to the self-

adjoint extension or dilation A+. By the Stieltjes inversion formula,

for all/, hin H and for any real numbers a, ß, a <ß,

i[h{Eiß) + Eiß + 0)} - i{Eia) + Eia + 0)}]/, h)

(20) C0   r
= (2tt¿)-1 lim ([R(<t + ir) - Rio- - ir)]/, h)dc.

T —+0   J  a

Substituting (5) into (20), we obtain
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([${E(ß) + E(ß + 0)} - i{E(a) + E(a + 0)}]/, h)

= (2«)-1 lim   j    [Fi(<r + ir) - Fi(<t - ir)]d<j
r-.+0 J a

+ (2-iri)-1 lim    f    {F2(a- + ir)[0(<r + ir) Qi(a + ir) - l]
T->+0    J   c

■[6(a + ÍT) + c2i(<r+ ir)]"1

- F2(cr - íV)[o(cr - ir)Qi(<7 - ir) - l]

• [e(o- - ir) + Qi(o- - ir)]'1} da.

The first limit is zero by the analyticity of Fi(\). Since 0(X)

= [0(X)h <3i(X) = [0i(X)]- and IQi(\)>0 lor 7X>0 (see [3]), we may
put ¥(X) = ^(X) and $(X) = [0(X)(?i(X) -1 ] [Ö(X)+Qi(X) ]-J in Lemma
1 in order to evaluate the second limit. Hence,

([h{E+(ß) + E+(ß + 0)} - h{E+(a) + E+(a + 0)}]/, h)

= ([h{E(ß) + E(ß + 0)} - \{E(a) + E(a + 0)}]/, h)

/:
(j, g(o-))(g(o-),h)[Qi(o) + l\-Hp(o-),

where p(cr) = (l/7r) limT-.+o/o I&(ß+ir)dß, and E+(u) is the spectral

function of A+.

It is understood that the integrand is defined by continuity at the

eigenvalues of A0. From (21) follows equation (4).

Since A+ is a minimal selfadjoint extension, the Hubert space £7+

in which A+ acts is the closed linear hull of the set Z of elements of

the form [E+(ß)—E+(a)]f lor arbitrary a, ß and arbitrary/ in H.

(See Naïmark [7].)

Let {ßk} be the eigenvalues of A0 arranged in order of growth.

If \k\ iseven,letQ2(<r)=[Q2i(<T) + l]ll2lorßk<o-<ßk+i;il\k\ is odd,

let Ç2(cr) = — [Qi(cr)-f l]1/2 for ßk<a<ßk+y If the eigenvalues are

bounded above or below, we modify the above definition accordingly

for cr greater than the largest eigenvalue or for cr less than the smallest

eigenvalue. The definition of Q2(a) has been contrived so that

(/. g(v)) [QA°~)]~l 1S a continuous function of cr.

We define an operator Fon Z into L\ as follows: V[E+(ß)—E+(a)]f

=X[a,«(o")(/. gi^lQiic)]'1, where X[a,(¡)(<r) is the characteristic

function of [a, ß). From (4) we see that || V[E+(ß) -E+(a) ]/||

= || [E+(ß) —£+(a)]/||. We now extend F linearly to the linear hull of

Z and by continuity to all of H+. V is then an isometry of H+ into L\.

V is in fact onto, because the set VZ is dense in L\. To see this, sup-
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pose that k(<x)ELl and that k(a) is perpendicular to xi<*,ß)M(f, g(°"))

• [©¡(o-)]-1 for all intervals [a, ß) and for all/in H. As in [3] it follows

that k(a)=0 almost everywhere with respect to p for points in the

resolvent set of .4o. If Mo is an eigenvalue of Ao, we can show that

f       (/, gÍ0-))[QiÍ0-)]-lki<T)dpi<T)   =   0,
J [Mol

i.e.,

if, g(Mo))[Ç2(/io)]-1KMo)Ap(Mo) = 0,

where Ap(ju0) is the p-measure of u0. Taking/= g0 in this last equation

and using the fact that (g0, gißo)) [Q^ipo)]'1?*®, we see that k(u0) =0

if Ap(uo) 5^0. (Note that by (/, g(p.o)) [Çî(mo)]_1 we mean the value of

the function (/, gM) [Qi(a) ]~l defined by continuity at a = uo.) Hence,

k(a) =0 almost everywhere with respect to p. This shows that VZ is

dense in L\.

It is not difficult to check that V carries the spectral function of

A+ into the spectral function of the multiplication operator in L\.

This proves the theorem.

Remark 1. Suppose A+ is a selfadjoint extension of A in H (differ-

ent from ^40), so that the function 0(X) in equation (3) is identically

equal to a real constant do- Then from equation (2) for p(a) and the

fact that A+ is unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator in

L\, we easily deduce the well-known results that the spectrum of A +

consists of eigenvalues with no finite limit point and that the eigen-

values of A+ are all different from those of A0. From this it follows

that every point is of regular type for A.

Remark 2. Let F(X)= [d^-iTXaj^QO+ilXo]-1 for A>0. Then
F(X) is analytic in the upper half-plane and | F(X) | Sal. Suppose that

F(X) is continuous down to the real axis and that | F(X) | < 1 on the

real axis. Then one may check that 4>(X) is continuous (i.e., may be

defined continuously) down to the real axis, and Ji>(X) is positive on

the real axis. Hence, piß) = (1 /w)J0'I$iß)dß is absolutely continuous,

and the multiplication operator in L\ is unitarily equivalent to the

multiplication operator in L2. Thus, if F(X) is continuous down to

the real axis and | F(X)| <1 on the real axis, it follows that A+ is

unitarily equivalent to the multiplication operator in L2.

Remark 3. If A is a singular Sturm-Liouville operator, one may use

the work of Kac [4, Theorem 7] in order to consider the case that

there exists a selfadjoint extension ^40 with a singular spectral func-

tion. Let A be the symmetric operator in L2 [0, oo ) generated by the

differential operator l[y] = — d2y/dx2+qix)y where q is real and con-
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tinuous for Ogx< ». Suppose that the differential operator is in the

limit point case and that the spectral function p0(a) corresponding to

the Weyl function w(X) is singular (i.e., A has a selfadjoint extension

A0 with a singular spectral function). According to Straus [û] there

is a one-one correspondence between the minimal selfadjoint dilations

A+ of A and the class of functions 0(X) which are analytic in the upper

half-plane and have nonnegative imaginary part. If EQi) is the spec-

tral function of A corresponding to the minimal selfadjoint extension

A+, then by the work of Kac, for/G£2(0, »),

[£{£(/?) + E(ß + 0)} - i{£(«) + E(a + 0)}]f(x)

where

/. ß /» 00I    f(y)"(y, <r)dyu(x, a)dp((T)
a   J 0

p(a) = (1/tt) Jim JI<$>dj.+iT)dß,

*(X) = [0(X)m(X) -1 ] [0(X) +w(X)]-\

and u(x, <r) is a solution of l[y]— cry = 0, y(0)+wi(cr)y'(0) =0. The

latter equation is to be interpreted as y'(0)=0 in the event that

limx-ow(X) does not exist as a finite number.
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